Result of Ph.D., M.Tech.(Research) and M.Tech.(Research)+Ph.D. (Dual degree) under Special Drive provisionally selected candidates for Admissions in Civil Engineering (Even Semester) Jan. 2024

The Interviews for the M.Tech. (Research), Doctor of Philosophy, and Dual Degree Admissions for (EVEN Semester) were held in Dec. 2023, in the School of Civil and Environmental Engineering. The Final Results after the selection process for session admissions starting from mid-January 2024 is published for the following specialization in the given link below.

1. Geotechnical Engineering
2. Structural Engineering
3. Environmental Engineering
4. Water Resource Engineering

Live Result Url-
https://oas.iitmandi.ac.in/External/Admission/result.aspx

Note:-

1. For those candidates whose result of the final qualifying exam is awaited their admission is subject to fulfilling all the eligibility criteria at the time of admission.

2. At the time of admission (Document Verification), all selected candidates are required to produce the original documents of final mark sheet from 10th on-wards and degree certificate fulfilling all the short listing criteria, category certificate and ORIGINAL valid GATE/UGC-NET Certificate, failing which the candidate would NOT be allowed for admission in the program under any circumstances.

*****END****